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Abstract
Nightingale 1 is an elaborated architecture design above the average for the social sector,
selling 2-bedroom and 3-bedroom houses at an anticipated price of AU$570,000 to
AU$990,000. Most residents of the project are from young families from the middle class
to the upper class. They show interest in the green living style and co-living community.
Residents in Nightingale 1 can interact with neighborhoods on the rooftop decks
surrounded by lush clusters of vegetation where children can do outdoor activities. The
study will put forward a computational method to illustrate the construction cost of the
community.
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1. Introduction
Following the German Baugruppen movement, “a group of like-minded people gets together to fund
and build their apartments - thereby deliberately cutting out the developers”, the establishment of the
Nightingale Model in Australia takes advantage of the financial model and places a cap on profits,
delivering sustainable and carbon-neutral homes. The paper will focus on Nightingale 1 which is an
inaugural project of the model. The designer, Breathe Architecture, proposes to take out second
bathrooms, individual laundries and basement carparks to lower the cost of engineering and potential
maintenance. Nightingale projects can provide the Off-the-plan for first-home buyers in Victoria, no
duty is payable. Additionally, the first-buyer-home buyers can purchase a limited number of Teilhaus
apartments, seeming like studio houses, in AU$220,000 to AU$320,000 price range. All types of
Nightingale Housing, from Teilhaus studio to 3-bedroom apartment, run a ballot for future
Nightingale residents. Specifically, Nightingale 1 is an elaborated architecture design above the
average for the social sector, selling 2-bedroom and 3-bedroom houses at an anticipated price of
AU$570,000 to AU$990,000. Most residents of the project are from young families from the middle
class to the upper class. They show interest in the green living style and co-living community. It firstly
operates under a no-gas system and fossil-fuel-free embedded electricity network in the country. With
the help of an advanced metering system, every Nightingale resident can share 100% green power.
Besides, residents in Nightingale 1 can interact with neighborhoods on the rooftop decks surrounded
by lush clusters of vegetation where children can do outdoor activities.

2. Concept Transforming of Cost Analysis
To simplify the structure of Nightingale 1, the study will analyze the abstraction of the building with
an equivalent box building. After working out the equivalent width (37.1m) and equivalent depth
(12.1m) of the five-story architecture (see Fig. 1 & 2), the research can calculate the equivalent length
of the side of the square room (ESRS) and the equivalent area of one square room (ESRA), 5.1m and
26.22m2.
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Fig. 1. Measurement of Nightingale 1. Create by Yuqing Du, referred to the engineering drawings
by BREATHE Architecture

Fig. 2. Equivalent box of Nightingale 1. Create by Yuqing Du
Based on the input ratio in Table 1, the representation can illustrate the concept of wall patterns and
internal space (see Fig.3). Similarly, to analyze the construction cost through simple abstraction of
the building at the neighborhood level, the paper firstly assumes a developing model according to the
proposal in the Nightingale community (see Fig.4).
Table 1. Computation of the equivalent box. Create by Yuqing Du
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Fig.3. Representation and ratio of Internal walls of the equivalent box. Create by Yuqing Du

Fig.4. Assumed abstraction model of Nightingale neighborhood community referred to the
proposed transformation of the site. Create by Yuqing Du
The proposed formation is transformed to an abstraction of the community in a rectangle that is 157m
wide and 30m deep (Table 2). One of the proposed objectives of the community is digesting urban
migration due to the exploded population in Melbourne City. The proportion of the residential area
is up to 75%, and the ratio of the built-up area is 94%. Residents in the dense housing development
will not feel disappointed at the lack of private gardens. They can share public space in the roof garden
and have fun with green vegetation in an adjacent community. To represent the net population density
for the community (see Fig.5), the study inputs 0.45 inhabitants/ m² referenced the average population
density in Melbourne [1]. Compared with the existing detached houses and the idle warehouses, the
compact community can relieve the pressure of population growth to a certain extent.
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Table 2. Computation of the abstraction of the neighborhood community. Create by Yuqing Du

Fig.5. Representation of net population density and ratio of the abstraction of the neighborhood
community. Create by Yuqing Du
Table 3. Cost analysis of Nightingale 1. Create by Yuqing Du

With the measurement of construction elements of the building, the study, using the assumed unit
price, calculates the construction cost and ratios of the cost (see Table 3). After comparing the
calculation with the mean construction cost of diverse types of buildings all around the world (offered
by all students in the course), which include from the one-floor house, two-floor social housing to 43story apartments, a chart reflects the price level of Nightingale 1 (see Fig.6). The construction cost of
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the selected architecture (actual simulation) is higher than the average cost of other buildings
(reference), for instance, the costs of suspended floors, internal walls, external walls (in the width
direction) are especially more expensive in the price of unit area. Although several elements in
Nightingale 1 are lower at the cost, such as the roofs and the residential land, they cannot dramatically
reduce the total cost because the proportion of the three high-priced constructed elements takes up
more than 65% of the total price (24.6%, 10.5%, 29.9%). The price level is possible to mistakenly
reflect the fact due to the diversity of income levels in different countries, or inaccurate measurement
of different types of buildings. But the most calculation is on a basis of the same assumed price/unit,
it is worth concluding that the construction cost of Nightingale 1 is at a medium-high level. However,
according to personal income in Australia is at the high level in the world, the study cannot speculate
whether the selling price is affordable with a high-cost construction. Each Nightingale project
provides the aforementioned duty-free Teilhaus for youthful office workers [2]. Additionally, the
higher building price generally corresponds with a longer life cycle and less maintenance of the
building, which can promote sustainability associated with the initial idea of the Nightingale Model.
Therefore, a more feasible measure of cost control is cutting the investment on landscape
infrastructure rather than construction elements due to tiny ground areas for shaping the landscape in
Nightingale 1 (see Table 4). The new proposed unit price can save nearly €260,000.

Fig.6. Price Comparison between the construction cost of Nightingale 1 and the average (reference).
Create by Yuqing Du
Table 4. Price Comparison between the construction cost of Nightingale 1 and the average
(reference). Create by Yuqing Du
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3. Conclusion and Discussion
To sum up, the Nightingale Model was initially concerned about economic development and
sustainability from the sharing living style, particularly policy-supported houses to the restricted
usage of high-power electrical appliances. Based on the assumed building price, the cost analysis
identifies the construction of Nightingale 1 is at a slightly higher level. It might give rise to a higher
selling price but middle-class Australians also show their interest in purchasing the house after taking
the longer lifecycle of the house into account. Another important selling mode of Nightingale Housing
is The Ballot due to the high demand for this type of apartment. The approach can help developers to
target the buys who care about resource-saving and clean energy. Albeit the paper proposes several
improvements of Nightingale 1, the housing model has responded to climate patterns that are
indispensable to sustainable design. According to the current popularity of Nightingale 1, many
similar projects or communities will surge into the real estate market in Melbourne. They can activate
idle lands in the urban periphery to confront the population growth in Melbourne CBD, thereby
developing urban sustainability. However, the housing proposal cannot adapt to various climate
performances in other cities, such as extremely wet and hot weather in southeastern Asia. Referred to
the specific climatic features, more effective analysis can proceed in digital software, for example,
data collection of weather and generated analysis result of solar performance can be achieved in a
Grasshopper component, Ladybug. For further analysis of the study, reducing measuring errors and
inputting local construction prices are likely to explain factors of sustainability in depth.
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